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Abstract

We investigate the relationships among individuals’ religiosity (or secularity), affiliation with like-minded religious others,
volunteerism, and trust and tolerance. Using data analysis of the World Values Survey, we pose and answer research
questions about the types of individuals who are the most trusting, the most tolerant, and who volunteer the most. We
show how distinguishing between different types of volunteer activities and using longitudinal data can provide more
insight into these questions. We also use an established agent-based model to generate measures similar to those
operationalized in the World Values Survey. We then reproduce the findings of the World Values Survey data analysis
and extract the internal dynamics of simulation experiments (under a reasonable parameterization of the model) to
provide an explanation for those findings.

Author summary

Understanding the role that religiosity (or secularity) plays in an individual’s life requires clarification of the relationship
between his or her beliefs and social behaviors. This complex problem can be rendered more tractable by initially
fractionating ”religion” into (1) belief in God and (2) affiliation with like-minded individuals in a religious organization
(e.g., church, temple, or mosque). Further, we subdivide altruistic social behavior into volunteerism, trust of others and
tolerance of others. With these distinctions in place, we analyze data across different time periods and countries to find
the link between individual religiosity and social behavior. We find that individuals who believe in God and affiliate with
a church are more likely to volunteer for altruistic activities within and outside the church. However, such individuals are
also less likely to be trusting and tolerant of others. We used an agent-based model to identify the causes of these
connections in the data analysis results. The simulation experiments reproduced the results observed in the data analysis,
showing that affiliation provides individuals with a social network that generates additional volunteering opportunities
inside and outside of the church. However, such religious networks are more likely to include individuals who are not
tolerant of others and this lack of tolerance can spread within the network. Exposure to intolerant church network
members generally leads affiliated believers to trust fewer people and to be less tolerant of others.

Introduction

Many studies have explored the relationship between an individual’s religiosity (or secularity) and his or her
pro-sociality [1–5]. To our knowledge, however, no studies have distinguished between and examined the interactions
among all of the following factors: belief or nonbelief in God, affiliation with a supernatural worldview club consisting of
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like minded believers (e.g., church), active pro-social voluntary actions with different beneficiaries (inside or outside the
group), and passive pro-social behaviors (measured by trust and tolerance). Here we employ analysis of data from the
World Values Survey (WVS) to find statistical associations between an individual’s religiosity and his or her pro-sociality.
We then use an agent-based model to produce an explanation of the causes of these statistical associations.

First, we operationalize the following variables in both the WVS data and in an established agent based model: (1)
natural and supernatural worldviews, (2) membership in supernatural worldview clubs, (3) active pro-sociality and (4)
passive pro-sociality. Although ”religiosity” is a complex and contested phenomenon, empirical findings and theoretical
developments in a variety of disciplines suggest that it can be usefully fractionated (at least initially) into beliefs about
supernatural agents and behaviors associated with groups that accept supernatural authorities [6–9]. The rationale for our
fractionation of ”pro-sociality” is explained below. We analyze multiple waves of the WVS and show that (1) individuals
affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs are actively pro-social at a higher rate than unaffiliated individuals, (2)
individuals with a supernatural worldview are actively pro-social at a higher rate than individuals with a natural
worldview, but (3) when considering pro-social actions not taken on behalf of a supernatural worldview club, individuals
with a natural worldview are actively pro-social at the same rate as individuals with a supernatural worldview, and (4)
individuals with a natural worldview are passively pro-social (i.e. more tolerant and trusting) at a higher rate than
individuals with a supernatural worldview, especially when the latter are affiliated with a supernatural worldview club.

We then use longitudinal data from the WVS to gain even more insight into how religiosity is connected to
pro-sociality. Our longitudinal data analysis results show that that individuals who change their worldview or affiliation
status with a supernatural worldview club exhibit different passive pro-sociality profiles prior to their change. Specifically,
we show (1) that individuals who move from a supernatural worldview to a natural worldview exhibit tolerance of others
at a higher rate prior to their worldview change than those individuals who move from a natural worldview to a
supernatural worldview, and (2) that individuals with a supernatural worldview who shift from affiliation with a
supernatural worldview club to unaffiliation with a supernatural worldview club exhibit trust of others at a higher rate
than those individuals with a supernatural worldview who shift from unaffiliation with a supernatural worldview club to
affiliation with a supernatural worldview club.

We also use an agent-based simulation to produce an explanation of the causes of the statistical association we
identified in the WVS related to religiosity and pro-sociality. We use an established agent-based simulation of religiosity
and pro-sociality to reproduce these results from our data analysis [10]. We then extract the dynamics within the
simulation to explain what causes the statistical associations uncovered in the WVS data to occur [11]. In this way the
simulation serves as an explanation generation mechanism for the WVS data [12]. Finally, we discuss threats to validity
and other limitations of, as well as future directions for, our work.

Methods

Data Analysis

We analyze the longitudinal data and data from two waves (Wave 2; 1990-1994 and Wave 4: 1999-2004) of the
WVS [13,14]. The longitudinal data reflects data from all participants who were surveyed multiple times and provided a
response to each of the measures described below except for those measures related to active pro-sociality. Survey
questions related to active pro-sociality (i.e. volunteerism) were not included in the WVS longitudinal data and as a
result they are not included in our longitudinal data analysis [13]. The longitudinal data analysis includes 10,088
individuals from 31 different countries. The data we use from participants in two waves of the WVS reflects individuals
who were only surveyed a single time related to all the measures described below. This data covers responses from 15,784
individuals in 10 different countries [14].

Simulation

We use an established agent-based simulation, The Artificial Society Analytics Platform (ASAP), to create an artificial
society where agents have worldviews, can be affiliated with worldview clubs, have attributes reflecting trust and
tolerance and can perform pro-social actions [10]. ASAP is a model mimicking the conditions and mechanisms leading to
structural, social, and cultural interactions between majorities and minorities in western societies. In it, agents grow up
and then move into the work force. They die with a certain probability or if they reach their maximum life span. They
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may marry after reaching a minimum age but, to do so, they must satisfy age, extraversion, outgroup suspicion and
worldview compatibility conditions related to potential partners. Once married, agents may have children and newly born
agents initially inherit the extraversion, outgroup suspicion and worldview levels of their parents [10].

Within the simulation, agents have a worldview, an outgroup suspicion value and an extraversion value. Each of these
is a numeric value between 0 and 1. An agent with a worldview value above 0.5 has a supernatural worldview (i.e.
believes in God) and an agent with a worldview below 0.5 has a natural worldview (i.e. does not believe in God). Agents
are given an initial worldview value that can change over time based on their interactions with other agents.

Also, within the simulation, agents are designated as belonging to a majority or a minority group. The outgroup
suspicion value of an agent reflects the likelihood that an interaction with an agent from the other group (i.e. majority/
minority or minority/ majority) will be negative. Finally, the extraversion value of an agent indicates how likely it is that
the agent will become involved with a cause when asked by others.

Each week agents interact with their different social networks. These social networks include: (1) agent’s family, (2)
the agent’s online social network, (3) the agent’s offline social network, (4) the agent’s neighbors (neighborhood), (5) the
agent’s co-workers (job), if the agent has a job and (6) the other members affiliated with the same supernatural
worldview club, if the agent is affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. To interact agents must be at least 12 years
old. Family networks consist of father and mother; neighborhood networks are all agents in same neighborhood as the
given agent; online networks are agents selected at random from the entire population upon agent inception; work
networks are all agents working at the same job location. Offline social networks are stochastic with the probability of
being someone else’s alter agent inversely proportional to the spatial distance between the given agent and the alter.

In the remainder of this section we describe how we operationalize within the context of the WVS data and the
agent-based simulation: (1) natural and supernatural worldviews, (2) membership in supernatural worldview clubs, (3)
active pro-sociality and (4) passive pro-sociality. Then, in the Results section we present our findings related to the data
analysis and the agent-based simulation.

Measure of Worldview

World Values Survey Dataset

The worldview of an individual in our analysis can be either: (1) natural or (2) supernatural. Within the context of the
World Values Survey, we determine the worldview of individual based on the following questions: (1) Do you believe in
God?, (2) Do you believe in heaven?, and (3) Do you believe in hell?

If an individual answers Yes to any of those three questions their worldview is supernatural. If the individual answers
No to all three of those questions then their worldview is natural. Any individual who does not fit the criteria (i.e.
responded Don’t know to a question(s) in such a way that neither definition applied) is excluded from the analysis.

Simulation

Recall within the agent-based simulation, each week agents interact with their different social networks. These
interactions result in reinforcing and conflicting outcomes related to the agent’s worldview. In every interaction with an
alter agent in their social network, the agent observes an action performed by the alter agent which can be measured to
determine how consistent the action is with the alter agent’s worldview. This measurement occurs by the alter agent
drawing a random number between -1 and 1. A negative value reflects an action from the alter agent that is inconsistent
with the alter agent’s worldview. A positive value reflects an action that is consistent with the alter agent’s worldview.

If the agent observes an inconsistent action from the alter agent and the agent’s worldview is the same as the alter
agent’s then the agent is conflicted. As a result the agent’s worldview is moved in the opposite direction from their
worldview by a specified amount multiplied by the magnitude of the inconsistent action. If the agent observes an
inconsistent action and the agent’s worldview is the opposite of the alter agent’s then the agent’s worldview is reinforced.
As a result the agent’s worldview is moved towards their worldview by a specified amount multiplied by the magnitude of
the inconsistent action.

Similarly, if the agent observes a consistent action and the agent’s worldview is the same as the alter agent’s then the
agent’s worldview is reinforced. As a result the agent’s worldview is moved towards their worldview by a specified amount
multiplied by the magnitude of the inconsistent action. On the other hand, if the agent observes a consistent action and
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their worldview is the opposite of the alter agent’s then the agent’s worldview is moved in the opposite direction from
their worldview by a specified amount multiplied by the magnitude of the inconsistent action.

This process by which an agent updates their worldview based on their social network interactions with alter agents is
shown in Figure 1.

Is the action the alter 
agent performed 

consistent (i.e. > 0)?

Do alter agent and 
agent share the same 

worldview?

Do alter agent and 
agent share the same 

worldview?

Agent’s 
worldview is 
reinforced. 

Moves toward 
existing 

worldview

Agent’s 
worldview is 
conflicted. 

Moves away from 
existing 

worldview

Agent’s 
worldview is 
conflicted. 

Moves away from 
existing 

worldview

Agent’s 
worldview is 
reinforced. 

Moves toward 
existing 

worldview

Yes No

NoYesYes No

Worldview Update for Agent Interacting with Alter Agent

Fig 1. The process an agent goes through to update their worldview after interacting with an alter
agent.

Measure of Active Pro-sociality

World Values Survey Dataset

Within the context of the World Values Survey, we measure active pro-sociality as self-reported voluntary acts associated
with one of the types of organizations listed in Table 1. For each type of organization we determine if the act of
pro-sociality is: (1) tribal, (2) ideological or (3) universal. Tribal pro-social actions are performed directly for the
supernatural worldview club to which an individual is affiliated. Ideological pro-social actions are performed without
direct consideration for an individual’s worldview but taken on behalf of the individual to help themselves and others like
them. Universal pro-social actions are performed without direct consideration for one’s worldview or one’s self. This
division is based on a review of related work on understanding how and where individuals are asked and choose to
volunteer [15–30].

Table 1. Operationalization of different types of pro-social actions.

Action Type Organization (Org.) associated with the voluntary action

Tribal Church
Ideological Labor Union Political Org. Local Community Org.

Professional Org.
Universal Social Welfare Org. Arts/Music Org. 3rd World Human Rights Org.

Youth Work Org. Women’s Group Conservation, Environment or Animal Org.
Sports/Recreation Org. Peace Movement Org. Health Org.

Simulation

Within the simulation, agents take pro-social actions based on a two-step process. First, for an agent the different types
of pro-social action opportunities shown in Table 1 are generated based on their inclusion in different social networks.
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Specifically, for an agent to be given a tribal pro-social action opportunity the agent must be in a supernatural worldview
club and a random number drawn by the agent must be above a specified threshold. For ideological and universal
pro-social actions the simulation generates opportunities based on the agent’s involvement in all their social networks.
This includes: (1) if the agent has a job, (2) if the agent is in a supernatural worldview club, (3) if the agent is married,
(4) the relative size of the agent’s offline social network and (5) the relative size of the agent’s online social network. In
each of these cases a stochastic process is used to determine if an ideological or universal pro-social action opportunity is
generated for the agent. However, the likelihood that opportunity is generated for the agent is increased based on how
many different social networks the agent has and how big the agent’s online and offline social networks are. This process
is shown in Figure 2.

Agent is presented 
with a Tribal 

Prosocial Action 
Opportunity.

Agent is not 
presented with a 
Tribal Prosocial 

Action 
Opportunity.

Is agent in a 
supernatural 

worldview club?

Is random number 
less than the 

agent’s worldview? 

Generation of Tribal Prosocial Action Opportunities

Yes Yes

No No

Is the random 
number less than a 

specified 
threshold?

Does the agent 
have a job?

Yes

No No

Yes

Generation of Idelogical Prosocial Action Opportunities

Agent is presented 
with an Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

Is agent in a 
supernatural 

worldview club?

Is the random 
number less than a 

specified 
threshold?

Agent is presented 
with an Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

Yes Yes

No No

Is agent married?
Is the random 

number less than a 
specified 

threshold?

Agent is presented 
with an Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

Yes Yes

No No

Is random number 
generated greater than 
the normalized size of 

the agent’s offline 
social network

Is random number 
generated greater than 
the normalized size of 

the agent’s online 
social network

No

Yes

Yes

Agent is presented 
with an Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

Agent is presented 
with an Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

Agent is not 
presented with an 

Ideological 
Prosocial Action 

Opportunity.

No

Generation of Universal Prosocial Action Opportunities

The generation of universal prosocial action opportunities is the same as 
the generation of ideological prosocial action opportunities. However, 
different thresholds for the random numbers can be specified.

Fig 2. The process by which each type of pro-social action opportunity is generated for the agent.

It is necessary, but not sufficient, for a pro-social action opportunity of a certain type to be generated for an agent to
take the pro-social action. In order to take a pro-social action an agent must accept the opportunity. An agent accepts a
pro-social action opportunity based on: (1) their level of extraversion and (2) whether the agent accepted the previous
opportunity. This process is shown for each of the types of pro-social action opportunities in Figure 3.

The figure shows that if a random number is below the agent’s extraversion level, then the agent will accept the
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Yes
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Prosocial Action 
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No
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agent’s 
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Yes
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Fig 3. The process by which an agent chooses to accept or refuse each type of pro-social action
opportunity presented to them.

opportunity. However, if the random number is above the agent’s extraversion level and the agent had accepted an
opportunity of this type the last time the agent was presented with it, then the agent will draw another random number
and check if that number is below the agent’s extraversion level. This dynamic doubles the likelihood the agent will
accept a pro-social action opportunity if the agent had accepted the opportunity the last time it was presented to them.

Measure of Passive Pro-sociality

World Values Survey Dataset

Within the context of the World Values Survey, we measure passive pro-sociality as self-reported trust and tolerance of
others. We measure the trust dimension of passive pro-sociality based on an individual’s response to the question:
Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted or that you need to be very careful in dealing with
people? An individual who responds, Most people can be trusted, exhibits the trust dimension of passive pro-sociality,
while an individual who responds, Can’t be too careful, does not. We measure the tolerance dimension of passive
pro-sociality based on an individual’s response to the question: Would you prefer to not have these people as neighbors:
(1) people of a different race and (2) immigrants/foreign workers? An individual who responds, No, exhibits the tolerance
dimension of passive pro-sociality, while an individual who responds, Yes, does not.

These measures are chosen based on a review of related work on how individuals can be pro-social without action.
This research includes: [31–35].

Simulation

Within the agent-based simulation, passive pro-sociality also reflects measures of trust and tolerance. The trust
dimension reflects a normalized measure of the total size of all of an agent’s social networks. The total size of all of an
agent’s social networks is normalized onto a [0-1] scale by determining the quantile of the total size of all agent’s social
networks given the maximum total size of any agent’s social networks. For example, an agent with a total size of all their
social networks that is greater than 90% of all the other agents’ total size of their social networks would have a trust level
of 0.9. Similarly, an agent whose total size of all their social networks was the median value of all agents’ total size of all
their social networks would have a trust level of 0.5.

The tolerance dimension in the agent-based simulation reflects 1 - outgroup suspicion value of an agent. Recall, each
agent within the simulation is distinguished as belonging to either a majority or a minority group. If an agent is in the
majority group, outgroup suspicion reflects the degree of suspicion the agent has towards the minority group. If the agent
is in the minority group, outgroup suspicion reflects the degree of suspicion the agent has towards the majority group.
Outgroup suspicion reflects the likelihood that an agent will have a negative interaction with the other group. It is
measured on a [0,1] scale where 0 reflects no suspicion and 1 reflects suspicion of all members of the outgroup. Thus a
tolerance value of 1 reflects an agent with no suspicion and a tolerance value of 0 reflects an agent suspicious of all
outgroup members.
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Recall, each week agents interact with their different social networks. These interactions can be categorized as
positive, negative, or neutral and they can increase or decrease the agent’s outgroup suspicion. Majority-majority and
minority-minority interactions are categorized as neutral. In these interactions the difference between the alter agent’s
and the agent’s outgroup suspicion is calculated. If the difference is positive (i.e alter agent has more outgroup suspicion
than the agent) the agent’s outgroup suspicion is increased by a specified amount multiplied by the magnitude of the
difference. If the difference is negative (i.e alter agent has less outgroup suspicion than the agent) the agent’s outgroup
suspicion is decreased by a specified amount multiplied by the magnitude of the difference.

In majority-minority and minority-majority interactions the agent draws a random number between [0,1]. If the
random number is above the agent’s outgroup suspicion value then the agent has a positive interaction and reduces their
outgroup suspicion a specified amount. If the random number is equal or below the agent’s outgroup suspicion value then
the agent has a negative interaction and their outgroup suspicion is increased a specified amount. These dynamics are
shown in Figure 4.

In the simulation an agent can remove an alter agent from its online or offline social network. After each new round of
interactions with its social networks an agent reviews its online and offline social network. For each alter agent in the
online or offline social network the agent checks if m of the last n interactions were neutral or positive. If this condition is
true the agent retains the alter agent in its social network. However, if this is not true the agent removes the alter agent
from its social network. These dynamics are shown in Figure 5.

For the other social networks an agent may have (i.e. Family, Job, Supernatural Worldview Club, Neighborhood)
agents may be added or removed. However, the addition or removal of an alter agent from these social networks in not in
the control of the agent; instead the factors that govern these dynamics include if the alter agent: becomes unemployed,
dies, unaffiliates from the Supernatural Worldview Club, or moves from the neighborhood.

Measure of Affiliation with a Supernatural Worldview Club

World Values Survey Dataset

Within the context of the World Values Survey, affiliation with a supernatural worldview club is determined based on an
individual’s answers to the question: Apart from weddings, funerals and christenings, about how often do you attend
religious services? If an individual with a supernatural worldview responds more than once a week, once a week or once a
month to the question then s/he is affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. It is important to note that we do not
attempt to identify individuals who are affiliated with a natural worldview club. This is due to a lack of suitable
questions included in the WVS to identify these individuals.

Simulation

Agents in our simulation with a supernatural worldview can be affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. A
supernatural worldview club has a designated leader, called an exemplar. In order to affiliate with a supernatural
worldview club an agent must: (1) have a supernatural worldview, (2) not be in another supernatural worldview club, (3)
be connected to the club’s exemplar agent in one of their social networks, (4) have had their last interaction with the
exemplar agent be positive or neutral, and either (5a) have last observed the exemplar agent act in a manner consistent
with a supernatural worldview or (5b) have an outgroup suspicion value above a specified threshold.

An agent may choose to leave the supernatural worldview club if any of the following are true: (1) the worldview of
the agent is no longer supernatural, (2) m of the last n interactions with the exemplar agent have not been positive or
neutral, or (3) the agent has not observed the exemplar agent act in a manner consistent with the exemplar’s worldview
in m of the last n interactions, and the agent’s outgroup suspicion is below the specified threshold.

The decision to include outgroup suspicion as a factor for affiliation stems from the theories of identity fusion and
terror management [36,37]. Identity fusion theory demonstrates that individuals who are strongly fused to their groups,
or devoted actors, are more antagonistic to outgroups [38,39] while terror management suggests that perceiving any
threat, especially outgroup threats, drives people to seek consolation and comfort in rituals with ingroup [40,41].

These processes by which an agent affiliates or unaffiliates with a supernatural worldview club are shown in Figure 6.
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Is the random number 
greater than the agent’s 
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Agent has a positive 
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Yes No
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Outgroup Update for Agent Interacting with Alter Agent
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Is the agent’s outgroup 
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Agent has a neutral 
interaction with alter 

agent. Outgroup 
suspicion 
decreases.

Yes No

Agent has a neutral 
interaction with alter 

agent. Outgroup 
suspicion increases.

Fig 4. The process by which an agent updates its outgroup suspicion.

Results

In both the World Values Survey data and the agent-based simulation we pose and answer the following research
questions:

1. Do individuals / agents affiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit more active pro-sociality than
individuals / agents who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club? What if tribal active pro-sociality is
excluded? What if passive pro-sociality is explored?

2. Do individuals / agents with a supernatural worldview exhibit more active pro-sociality than individuals / agents
with a natural worldview? What if tribal active pro-sociality is excluded? What if passive pro-sociality is explored?
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Online and Offline Social Network

Is the agent’s last m 
interaction with the alter 

agent were n of the 
interactions positive or 

neutral?

Yes No

Agent retains 
alter agent in 

the social 
network.

Agent 
removes alter 

agent from 
social 

network.

Job, Family and Supernatural Worldview Club Social networks

In these networks an alter can be added or removed. However, the addition or 
removal of an alter agent from the social networks in not in the control of the agent. 
It has to do with if the alter agent becomes unemployed, dies, or unaffiliates from 
the Supernatural Worldview Club.

Fig 5. The process by which an agent removes individuals from its social networks.

3. Do individuals / agents who change their worldview from supernatural to natural demonstrate a different passive
pro-sociality profile prior to the change than individuals / agents who change their worldview from natural to
supernatural?

4. Do individuals / agents with a supernatural worldview who change their affiliation status from affiliated to
unaffiliated with a supernatural worldview club demonstrate a different passive pro-sociality profile prior to the
change than individuals / agents with a supernatural worldview who change their affiliation status from unaffiliated
to affiliated with a supernatural worldview club?

We answer each research question by analyzing the WVS and running the agent-based simulation. All of the runs
from the simulation result from the same parameterization. The parameterization produces a stable population (in terms
of death and birth rate), with a 9% unemployment rate for agents over 18, where 30% of the agents are in the minority
group. Furthermore, the number of agents of each gender, with a supernatural worldview, natural worldview and
affiliation with a supernatural worldview club are all within 5% of the demographics observed in the WVS data. Each of
the results reported in this section reflect the mean statistics computed over 1,000 replications of the simulation. The
results for all four research questions are summarized in Table 2.
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Fig 6. The process by which an agent affiliates or unaffiliates with a supernatural worldview club.

Table 2. Summary of results for Research Questions

RQ # Method All Actions Excluding Tribal Actions Passive Pro-sociality
#1 Data Analysis Yes ( p < 0.01) Yes (p < 0.01) Trust - No (p > 0.99); Tolerance - No (p > 0.99)
#1 Simulation Yes ( p < 0.01) Yes (p < 0.01) Trust - No (p > 0.99); Tolerance - No (p > 0.99)
#2 Data Analysis Yes ( p < 0.01) No (p = 0.54) Trust - No (p > 0.99); Tolerance - No (p > 0.99)
#2 Simulation Yes ( p < 0.01) No (p = 0.53) Trust - No (p > 0.99); Tolerance - No (p > 0.99)
#3 Data Analysis NA NA Trust - No (p = 0.66); Tolerance - Yes (p < 0.01)
#3 Simulation NA NA Trust - No (p = 0.51); Tolerance - Yes (p < 0.01)
#4 Data Analysis NA NA Trust - Yes (p < 0.01); Tolerance - No (p = 0.03)
#4 Simulation NA NA Trust - Yes (p < 0.01); Tolerance - No (p = 0.04)

Research Question #1: Pro-sociality and affiliation with a Supernatural Worldview Club

Here we present our results for the data analysis of the WVS and the agent-based simulation for Research Question #1.
Our results are summarized in Table 2. In the following subsections we describe our results in more detail and we
elucidate how the results are created within the simulation.

Active Pro-sociality

Within the WVS Data in Wave 2 and Wave 4 (1990-1994 and 1999-2004) an individual affiliated with a supernatural
worldview club is more likely than an individual who is not affiliated with a worldview club to be actively pro-social.
Among individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club, 42.7% are actively pro-social while only 22.2% of
individuals not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club are actively pro-social. Applying a t-test indicates a
statistically significant difference in the average active pro-sociality rate of the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

Excluding tribal pro-sociality from the analysis reduces the average rate at which individuals in a supernatural
worldview club are actively pro-social (30.4% instead of 42.7%). However, applying a t-test still indicates a statistically
significant difference between the average pro-sociality rates of the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.
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The agent-based simulation yields very similar results. Within the simulation, an agent affiliated with a supernatural
worldview club is more likely than an individual who is not affiliated with a worldview club to be actively pro-social. On
average across our 1,000 simulation replications, 44.3% of agents affiliated with a supernatural worldview club are actively
pro-social while only 21.0% of individuals unaffiliated with a supernatural worldview club are actively pro-social.
Applying a t-test indicates a statistically significant difference between the average pro-sociality rate of these two groups
with a p-value less than 0.01. When tribal pro-sociality is excluded in the agent based simulation, 31.3% of agents
affiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit active pro-sociality which still indicates a statistically significant
difference between the average pro-sociality rate of the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

It is noteworthy that the agent-based simulation was able to reproduce, within a 2% margin of error for each group,
the results from the WVS data analysis. However, the main contribution provided from the agent-based simulation is its
explanation as to why there is a statistically significant difference between the active pro-sociality rate of agents affiliated
with a supernatural worldview club and those agents who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club, even
when tribal pro-social actions are excluded.

Within the simulation agents in supernatural worldview clubs are more likely to have more pro-social actions of all
types generated for them because these agents have an additional social network, their supernatural worldview club.
Having an additional social network to interact with regularly creates a dynamic where affiliated agents receive more
pro-social action opportunities of each type. Thus even though affiliated and unaffiliated agents accept pro-social action
opportunities at the same rate, affiliated agents are more regularly presented with pro-social action opportunities
resulting in a higher rate of performing all types of pro-social actions.

These dynamics within the simulation are shown in Figure 7. In Figure 7 it is clear that each group accepts non-tribal
pro-social action opportunities at the same rate but the affiliated group receives about 15% more opportunities than the
unaffiliated group. These dynamics support the theories that: (1) high quality within-group social contacts, high levels of
perceived social support, and strong group identity, are aspects of religious commitment most associated with social
capital [42–44]; (2) religious groups or settings increase the ease of social networking [45,46] and (3) churches promote
pro-sociality because of the contextual factor of more pro-social requests [47].
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Fig 7. The average likelihood of each type of pro-social action opportunity being generated and
accepted for affiliated and unaffiliated agents in the simulation.

Passive Pro-sociality

In the WVS, an individual that is affiliated with a supernatural worldview club is not more likely than an individual who
is not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club to exhibit trust as a form of passive pro-social activity. Among
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individuals who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club, 28.0% exhibit trust while only 26.0% of individuals
who are affiliated supernatural worldview club do so. Applying a t-test to Research Question #1 does not indicate
individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit trust of others at a higher rate than individuals who are
not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. Furthermore, when a t-test is performed on the opposite question, ”Do
individuals who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit passive pro-sociality related to trust at a
higher rate than individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club” it indicates a statistically significant difference
between the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

The agent-based simulation yields results that are similar to the WVS data related to affiliation and passive
pro-sociality in the form of trust. Recall, trust is operationalized in the simulation as the total size of all of an agent’s
social network relative to maximum size of all agent’s social networks. This is expressed as a number between 0 and 1.
For example, if the total size of all an agent’s social networks is greater than 40% of the total size of all the social
networks for other agents in the simulation then the agent’s trust score would be 0.40. In the simulation the average trust
score for agents affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs is 0.46 and the average trust score for agents who are not
affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs is 0.54.

Since the operationalization of trust is so different in the simulation than the WVS it was expected that the values for
each group (affiliated - 26.0% vs. 0.46 and unaffiliated 28.0% vs. 0.54) would be quite different. However, it is
noteworthy that the trust values for the two groups in the simulation did not indicate a statistically significant difference
when a t-test was applied with respect to Research Question #1. Furthermore, when the opposite question was asked,
”Do agents who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit passive pro-sociality related to trust at a
higher rate than agents affiliated with a supernatural worldview club” it indicated a statistically significant difference
between the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

Within the context of the simulation unaffiliated agents have a larger total social network (and thus higher trust score)
than affiliated agents because unaffiliated agents have larger online and offline social networks. The difference in the size
of the online and offline social networks occurs because unaffiliated agents are less likely to have negative interactions
with outgroup agents, which makes unaffiliated agents less likely to remove outgroup agents from their online and offline
social networks.

The extent to which the removal of outgroup agent occurs for affiliated agents is noteworthy because affiliated agents
have an additional social network that unaffiliated agents do not have, their supernatural worldview club. However, the
rate at which affiliated agents remove outgroup agents from their social network is large enough that it indicates a
statistically significant difference between the total social network size for the two groups.

Figure 8 illustrates this dynamic by showing the relative size of each social network for affiliated and unaffiliated
agents. While the presence of a supernatural worldview club increases the size of an affiliated agent’s social network, the
lack of agents in an affiliated agent’s online and offline social networks outweighs this increase, resulting in a smaller total
social network. It is important to note that both groups have almost the exact same size job, family and neighborhood
social networks, on average.

These dynamics within the simulation show that there is an implicit inverse relationship between active pro-sociality
and passive pro-sociality in the form of trust. Other previous studies on religious affiliation support these findings,
including results showing that religiosity is associated with: (1) ingroup binding but also greater cliquishness, a distrust of
outsiders, and an unwillingness to mingle with them [48,49] and (2) general outgroup distrust [50]. In contrast, previous
studies have found nonreligious individuals show greater generalized trust [34,51].

With respect to tolerance, our other operationalized measure of passive pro-sociality, the results between the World
Value Survey data analysis and the agent-based simulation are similar. In the WVS, an individual that is affiliated with a
supernatural worldview club is not more likely than an individual who is not affiliated with a supernatural worldview
club to exhibit tolerance as a form of passive pro-social activity. Among individuals not affiliated with a supernatural
worldview club, 93.2% exhibit tolerance while only 91.2% of individuals who are affiliated supernatural worldview club do
so. Applying a t-test to Research Question #1 does not indicate individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club
exhibit tolerance of others at a higher rate than individuals who are not affiliated with a supernatural worldview club.
Furthermore, when a t-test is performed on the opposite question, ”Do individuals who are not affiliated with a
supernatural worldview club exhibit passive pro-sociality related to tolerance at a higher rate than individuals affiliated
with a supernatural worldview club” it indicates a statistically significant difference between the two groups with a
p-value less than 0.01.

Recall in the agent-based simulation, tolerance is operationalized in the simulation as 1 - the agent’s outgroup
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Fig 8. The size of each type of social network relative to maximum total size of all social networks for
an agent in the simulation, separated into agents affiliated with a supernatural worldview club and an
unaffiliated agents.

suspicion. Outgroup suspicion is expressed as a number between 0 and 1, so a tolerance value of 1 reflects an agent with
no outgroup suspicion and a tolerance value of 0 reflects an agent with suspicion of all members of the outgroup. In the
simulation the average tolerance score for agents affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs is 0.72 and the average
tolerance score for agents who are not affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs is 0.79. When a t-test is applied to the
simulation data related to tolerance with respect to Research Question #1 it does not indicate a statistically significant
difference between the two groups. Furthermore, when the opposite question is asked, ”Do agents who are not affiliated
with a supernatural worldview club exhibit passive pro-sociality related to tolerance at a higher rate than agents affiliated
with a supernatural worldview club” it indicates a statistically significant difference between the two groups with a
p-value less than 0.01.

In the simulation this difference occurs because outgroup suspicion is one of the conditions (when present with several
others) that may lead an agent to affiliate with a supernatural worldview club. This creates a social network for an
affiliated agent where the average member is likely to have a higher outgroup suspicion values than the rest of the agent
population. Furthermore, the interactions that take place in this social network are likely to increase or maintain an
agent’s outgroup suspicion value because the majority-majority or minority-minority interactions with the supernatural
worldview club social network are with agents likely to have higher than average levels of outgroup suspicion. These
dynamics are highlighted in Figure 9 which shows the extent to which an agent’s outgroup suspicion value is increased or
decreased during the time the agent is affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. The figure shows that in almost all
cases the outgroup suspicion level of an agent increases during the agent’s time period being affiliated with a supernatural
worldview club and the average increase in an affiliated agent’s outgroup suspicion is ∼0.065.

These dynamics are congruous with previous studies showing that the social bonding and capital within groups of
supernatural worldview club members is linked to intolerance of others as observed by [52] and, in general, people who
are religiously affiliated are more prejudiced toward outgroups [53–56]. Furthermore, the role homophily plays
(majority-majority or minority-minority interactions) within the simulation to drive outgroup suspicion in supernatural
worldview clubs mirrors research findings that greater church attendance is associated with parochialism and
homophily [45].
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Fig 9. The change in outgroup suspicion of agents during their time affiliated with supernatural
worldview clubs in the simulation.

Research Question #2: Pro-sociality and Worldview

Here we present our results for the data analysis of the WVS and the agent-based simulation for Research Question #2.
Our results are summarized in Table 2. In the following subsections we describe our results in more detail and we
elucidate how the results are created within the simulation.

Active Pro-sociality

Within the WVS Data in Wave 2 and Wave 4 (1990-1994 and 1999-2004) an individual with a supernatural worldview is
more likely than an individual with a natural worldview to be actively pro-social. Among individuals with a supernatural
worldview 32.4% are actively pro-social while only 26.2% of individuals with a natural worldview are actively pro-social.
Applying a t-test indicates a statistically significant difference in the active pro-sociality rate of the two groups with a
p-value less than 0.01.

Excluding tribal pro-sociality from the analysis changes the rate (26.1% instead of 32.4%) at which individuals with a
supernatural worldview are actively pro-social. Under these conditions the rate of active pro-sociality between the two
groups is almost the same (supernatural - 26.1%; natural - 26.2%). Thus, applying a t-test does not indicate a
statistically significant difference between individuals with a supernatural worldview and individuals with a natural
worldview (p = 0.54).

The agent-based simulation yields very similar results. Within the simulation, an agent with a supernatural worldview
is more likely than an individual with a natural worldview to be actively pro-social. On average across our 1,000
simulation replications, 31.7% of agents with a supernatural worldview are actively pro-social while only 26.8% of
individuals with a natural worldview are actively pro-social. Applying a t-test results in a statistically significant
difference between the pro-sociality rate of these two groups with a p-value less than 0.01. However, when tribal
pro-sociality is excluded in the agent based simulation both groups exhibit active pro-sociality at almost exactly the same
rate (26.81% - supernatural; 26.82% natural). Given the almost identical rate between the two groups, applying a t-test
does not indicate a statistically significant difference (p = 0.53).

Once again, it is noteworthy that the agent-based simulation was able to reproduce, within a < 1% margin of error for
each group, the results from the WVS data analysis. However, the main contribution is the explanation as to why there is
a statistically significant difference between the active pro-sociality rate of agents with a supernatural worldview and a
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natural worldview when tribal pro-sociality is included but not when tribal pro-sociality is excluded.
Recall, within the simulation an agent is required to have a supernatural worldview to be affiliated a supernatural

worldview club. Furthermore, recall that only agents affiliated with a supernatural worldview club have tribal pro-social
actions generated for them. Thus, since some of the agents with a supernatural worldview have an additional source of
pro-social action opportunities (i.e. tribal ones) this creates a dynamic where agents with a supernatural worldview, on
average, receive more pro-social action opportunities.

This dynamic disappears when tribal pro-social actions are excluded from the analysis. Initially, this seems
unexpected. Recall, even when excluding tribal pro-sociality, individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club
were more pro-socially active than unaffiliated individuals. Given that the group of individuals with a supernatural
worldview includes those individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club one might expect this group to be more
pro-socially active than individuals with a natural worldview. However, this is not true; instead the two groups exhibit
active pro-sociality at the same rate.

This occurs because unaffiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview are the least pro-socially active group
compared to affiliated individuals and individuals with a natural worldview. The lack of active pro-sociality in
unaffiliated individuals occurs because the group has higher outgroup suspicion than individuals with a natural worldview.
This higher outgroup suspicion value limits the size of the online and offline social networks unaffiliated individuals have.

The higher outgroup suspicion value is caused by the inclusion of individuals who recently left a supernatural
worldview club due to: (1) negative interactions with members of the club or (2) inconsistent actions from the exemplar
paired with an outgroup suspicion value that is below the specified threshold. The time these individuals spent with the
worldview club increased their outgroup suspicion as shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, even in cases where the individual’s
outgroup suspicion has decreased during the time away from the supernatural worldview club (i.e. their outgroup
suspicion value no longer meets the specified threshold) the value is still likely to be above the average outgroup suspicion
value for an agent who was never affiliated with a supernatural worldview club. In other words, the agent is still more
suspicious of the outgroup than the average unaffiliated agent but the agent is not sufficiently suspicious of the outgroup
for this to be part of their reason to join in a supernatural worldview club.
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Fig 10. The likelihood of each type of pro-social action opportunity being generated for and being
accepted by an agent based on the agent’s worldview and affiliation status.

Figures 10 shows that all three groups accept pro-social action opportunities at the same rate. However, the figure
also shows significantly fewer opportunities are generated for unaffiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview.
Figure 11 illustrates that fewer opportunities are generated because these individuals lack a supernatural worldview club
social network and they have smaller online and offline social networks relative to unaffiliated individuals with a natural
worldview. The result is that unaffiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview are the least pro-socially active group.

These findings combined with our results from Research Question # 1 show evidence that affiliation with a
supernatural worldview club is much more important for active pro-sociality than a supernatural worldview. This mirrors
previous results showing that frequent attendance in religious organizations is a stronger predictor of volunteering than
belief-related factors [57,58] and factors such as social networking, rather than belief content appear to be the mechanism
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Fig 11. The average size of an agent’s social network based on their worldview and affiliation status.

driving volunteerism [59].

Passive Pro-sociality

In the WVS, an individual with a supernatural worldview is not more likely than an individual with a natural worldview
to exhibit trust as a form of passive pro-social activity. Among individuals with a natural worldview, 36.6% exhibit trust
while only 26.1% of individuals with supernatural worldview do so. Applying a t-test to Research Question #2 does not
indicate individuals with a supernatural worldview exhibit trust of others at a higher rate than individuals natural
worldview. Furthermore, when a t-test is performed on the opposite question, ”Do individuals who with a natural
worldview exhibit passive pro-sociality related to trust at a higher rate than individuals with a supernatural worldview” it
indicates a statistically significant difference between the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

The agent-based simulation yields results that are similar to the WVS data related to worldview and passive
pro-sociality in the form of trust. In the simulation the average trust score for agents with a supernatural worldview is
0.49 and the average trust score for agents with a natural worldview is 0.68.

Since the operationalization of trust is so different in the simulation than the WVS it was expected that the values for
each group (supernatural worldview 26.1% vs. 0.49 and natural worldview 36.6% vs. 0.68) would be quite different.
However, it is noteworthy that the trust values for the two groups in the simulation did not indicate a statistically
significant difference when a t-test was applied with respect to Research Question #2. Furthermore, when the opposite
question was asked, ”Do agents who with a natural worldview exhibit passive pro-sociality related to trust at a higher
rate than agents with a supernatural worldview” it indicated a statistically significant difference between the two groups
with a p-value less than 0.01.

Within the context of the simulation, agents with a natural worldview have a larger total social network (and thus
higher trust score) than affiliated agents because unaffiliated agents have larger online and offline social networks. This is
shown in Figure 11. The difference in the size of the online and offline social networks occurs because agents with a
natural worldview are less likely to have negative interactions with outgroup agents because they have less outgroup
suspicion. This makes agents with a natural worldview less likely to remove outgroup agents from their online and offline
social networks.

The extent to which the removal of outgroup agent occurs for agents with a supernatural worldview is noteworthy,
just as it was for affiliated agents in Research Question #1. This is noteworthy because some agents with a supernatural
worldview have an additional social network that agents with a natural worldview do not have, a supernatural worldview
club. However, the rate at which agents with a supernatural worldview, including affiliated agents, remove outgroup
agents from their social network is large enough that it indicates a statistically significant difference between the total
social network size for agents with supernatural worldview versus agents with a natural worldview.
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Figure 11 illustrates this dynamic by showing the relative size of each social network for agents broken down by
worldview and affiliation. While the presence of a supernatural worldview club increases the size of an affiliated agent’s
social network, the lack of agents in an affiliated agent’s online and offline social networks outweighs this increase
resulting in a smaller total social network overall. Furthermore, for those unaffiliated agents with a supernatural
worldview their online and offline social networks are still smaller than those of an agent with a natural worldview. This
is because of the inclusion of individuals who recently left a supernatural worldview club due to: (1) negative interactions
with the exemplar agent in the club or (2) inconsistent actions from the exemplar paired with an outgroup suspicion value
that is below the specified threshold. As discussed in the Research Question #2 Active Pro-sociality Subsection this
results in above average outgroup suspicion for unaffiliated agents with a supernatural worldview which creates smaller
online and offline social networks than individuals with a natural worldview.

With respect to tolerance, our other operationalized measure of passive pro-sociality, the results between the World
Value Survey data analysis and the agent-based simulation are similar. In the WVS, an individual with a supernatural
worldview is not more likely than an individual with a natural worldview to exhibit tolerance as a form of passive
pro-social activity. Among individuals with a natural worldview, 94.0% exhibit tolerance while only 92.1% of individuals
with a supernatural worldview do so. Applying a t-test to Research Question #2 does not indicate individuals with a
supernatural worldview exhibit tolerance of others at a higher rate than individuals with a natural worldview.
Furthermore, when a t-test is performed on the opposite question, ”Do individuals with a natural worldview exhibit
passive pro-sociality related to tolerance at a higher rate than individuals with a supernatural worldview” it indicates a
statistically significant difference between the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

In the simulation the average tolerance score for agents with supernatural worldview is 0.78 and the average tolerance
score for agents with a natural worldview is 0.86. When a t-test is applied to the simulation data related to tolerance
with respect to Research Question #2 it does not indicate a statistically significant difference between the two groups.
Furthermore, when the opposite question is asked, ”Do agents with a natural worldview club exhibit passive pro-sociality
related to tolerance at a higher rate than agents associated with a supernatural worldview” it indicates a statistically
significant difference between the two groups with a p-value less than 0.01.

In the simulation this difference occurs because the group of individuals with a supernatural worldview includes: (1)
affiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview club and (2) individuals who were part of a supernatural worldview
club but unaffiliated and (3) other unaffiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview who never affiliated. Recall,
that affiliated individuals have a lower tolerance score than unaffiliated agents. However, even among unaffiliated agents
those with a supernatural worldview have a lower tolerance score than unaffiliated agents with a natural worldview. This
occurs because most agents who used to be affiliated with a supernatural worldview club become those with a
supernatural worldview as opposed to agents with a natural worldview. These agents who used to be affiliated with a
supernatural worldview club have a higher outgroup suspicion value (and thus lower tolerance score) than agents who
have never been affiliated with a supernatural worldview club.

In the simulation it takes a significant amount of time for agents who were affiliated with a worldview club to
dramatically change their outgroup suspicion value. Figure 12 shows the average change in the outgroup suspicion value
of an agent as a function of weeks (i.e. time steps) within the simulation. The blue line in the figure represents a
smoothed curve interpolated from the points. The figure shows it takes 40 weeks (almost 1 year) for an agent to reduce
their outgroup suspicion 0.05 units and 65 weeks (1 year and 3 months) to reduce their outgroup suspicion 0.10 units.
This is noteworthy because it shows that there is a tipping point period of time that must pass before there is a large
magnitude change in the outgroup suspicion of previously affiliated individuals. Since most of these individuals retain
their supernatural worldview rather than switch to a natural worldview, it increases the average outgroup suspicion (and
thus decreases the tolerance) of unaffiliated individuals with a supernatural worldview.

Research Question #3: Do changes in passive pro-sociality precede changes in
worldview?

Here we present our results for the data analysis of the WVS and the agent-based simulation for Research Question #3.
Our results are summarized in Table 2. In what follows we describe our results in more detail and we elucidate how the
results are created within the simulation.

Within the context of the longitudinal data in the WVS there is not a statistically significant difference (p = 0.66)
between the passive pro-sociality rate, related to trust, of individuals who change their worldview from supernatural to
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Fig 12. The average change in an agent’s outgroup suspicion after disaffiliating with a supernatural
worldview club.

natural (35.4%) and individuals who change their worldview from natural to supernatural (34.9%). However, an
individual who changes their worldview from supernatural to natural is more likely to exhibit passive pro-sociality in the
form of tolerance prior to the change than individuals who change their worldview from natural to supernatural. Among
individuals who change their worldview from supernatural to natural, 94.3% exhibit passive pro-sociality in the form of
tolerance prior to the change while only 92.1% of individuals who change their worldview from natural to supernatural
exhibit passive pro-sociality in the form of tolerance prior to the change. This indicates a statistically significant
difference in the passive pro-sociality rate, related to tolerance, of the two groups (p < 0.01).

Within the context of the simulation we distinguish between agents who change their worldview from supernatural to
natural and agents who change their worldview from natural to supernatural using the following criteria: the agent must
have had their previous worldview for 26 weeks (i.e. 26 time steps) prior to the worldview change and must keep their new
worldview for 26 weeks after the worldview change. Data collection for the passive pro-sociality prior to the worldview
change reflects the average trust and tolerance score during the 26 weeks prior to the agent’s worldview change.

Within the agent-based simulation the same patterns observed in the WVS longitudinal data are exhibited. There is
not a statistically significant difference (p=0.51) between the passive pro-sociality rate, related to trust between agents
who change their worldview from supernatural to natural (0.51) and agents who change their worldview from natural to
supernatural (0.51). However, an agent who changes their worldview from supernatural to natural is more likely to exhibit
passive pro-sociality, in the form of tolerance prior to the change than agents who change their worldview from natural to
supernatural. Agents who change their worldview from supernatural to natural exhibit passive pro-sociality in the form of
tolerance prior to the change with a score of 0.84 while agents who change their worldview from natural to supernatural
exhibit passive pro-sociality in the form of tolerance prior to the change only with a score of 0.78. This indicates a
statistically significant difference in the passive pro-sociality rate, related to tolerance, of the two groups (p < 0.01).

In the simulation there is a difference in the passive pro-sociality profile of agents related to tolerance but not trust
before a worldview change because of the two processes which emerge. The first process reflects how agents transition to
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a natural worldview. Within the simulation, it is much more likely for a supernatural agent who is unaffiliated to
transition to a natural worldview (92% of transitions to natural worldview) than for an affiliated agent to transition to a
natural worldview (8% of transitions to a natural worldview). Recall from Figure 8, affiliation in a supernatural
worldview club provides an agent with an additional social network (the worldview club) and smaller online and offline
social networks. In addition, the simulation is parameterized so that an agent is more likely than not to act in a manner
consistent with their worldview. Manifested together these conditions reduce the chance than an agent in a supernatural
worldview club will have many encounters in which the agent will be conflicted about their worldview. As a result, it is
unlikely that an agent in a supernatural worldview club will leave the club because their worldview changed. Thus,
usually an agent leaves the supernatural worldview club due to negative interactions with the exemplar agent or having
sufficiently low outgroup suspicion and observing the exemplar act in a manner inconsistent with their worldview.

Due to this process almost all agents who transition from a supernatural worldview to a natural worldview are
unaffiliated. The transition process from supernatural to natural reflects a series of encounters which make the agent
conflicted about their worldview. Because the agents enduring these encounters are unaffiliated they have, on average,
lower outgroup suspicion values than affiliated agents. As a result, these agents have a better chance of having positive
interactions with alter agents of a different majority/minority distinction. This continues to decrease their outgroup
suspicion and maintains the size of their online and offline social networks. As a result the agent’s chances of having a
future interaction that will make them conflicted about their supernatural worldview increases. Ultimately, the agent
experiences enough encounters where they are conflicted about their supernatural worldview that their worldview changes
to natural.

The second process that emerges reflects how agents transition from a natural worldview to a supernatural worldview.
Every agent that transitions from a natural worldview to a supernatural worldview is initially not affiliated with a
supernatural worldview club. This occurs because having a supernatural worldview is a precondition to affiliating with a
supernatural worldview club. However, a behavior emerges from the simulation: more than half the time after an agent
with a natural worldview transitions to a supernatural worldview the agent joins a supernatural worldview club within 26
time steps following the transition.

This occurs because most of the interactions (68%) that cause these agents to become conflicted with their natural
worldview occur with homophilous agents (in terms of minority/majority) who have a relatively high average outgroup
suspicion value (0.28). Interactions between homophilous agents with differing worldviews and higher than average
outgroup suspicion increase the outgroup suspicion of the agent with the natural worldview. This interaction dynamic
changes the agent’s worldview and outgroup suspicion but does not dramatically impact the size of the agent’s social
network since the interactions with the homophilous agent are not negative. The result is that within 26 time steps after
the agent changes their worldview, more than half of the transitioned agents have an outgroup suspicion value that
qualifies them to become affiliated with a supernatural worldview club, even if the exemplar agent acts inconsistently
with his or her worldview. This results in most of those agents joining a supernatural worldview club.

In combination these two simulation dynamics result in a situation where agents with a natural worldview increase
their outgroup suspicion but hold the size of their social networks relatively steady as they begin to transition towards a
supernatural worldview through homophilous interactions (in terms of majority/minority) with supernatural agents who
have higher than average outgroup suspicion. On the other hand agents who transition from a supernatural worldview to
a natural worldview to do so through positive interactions with heterogenous (in terms of majority/minority) natural
agents. These interactions decrease the agent’s outgroup suspicion and maintain the size of their social network as they
transition towards a natural worldview. The simulation enables this explanation of the same patterns related to passive
pro-sociality prior to a change in worldview.

Research Question #4: Do changes in passive pro-sociality precede changes in affiliation
with worldview clubs?

Here we present our results for the data analysis of the WVS and the agent-based simulation for Research Question #4.
Our results are summarized in Table 2. In what follows we describe our results in more detail and we elucidate how the
results are created within the simulation.

Within the context of the longitudinal data in the WVS an individual with a supernatural worldview who changes
their affiliation status from affiliated to unaffiliated with a supernatural worldview club is more likely to exhibit passive
pro-sociality in the form of trust prior to the change in affiliation status than an an individual with a supernatural
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worldview who changes their affiliation status from unaffiliated to affiliated. Among individuals who change their
affiliation status from affiliated to unaffiliated, 22.5% exhibit passive pro-sociality in the form of trust prior to the change
while only 18.5% of individuals who change their affiliation status from unaffiliated to affiliated exhibit passive
pro-sociality in the form of trust prior to the change. This indicates a statistically significant difference in the passive
pro-sociality, related to trust, of the two groups (p < 0.01).

There is not a statistically significant difference (p = 0.028) between the passive pro-sociality rate, related to tolerance,
between individuals with a supernatural worldview who change their affiliation status from affiliated to unaffiliated with
a supernatural worldview club (90.8%) and individuals who change their affiliation status from unaffiliated to affiliated
with a supernatural worldview club (92.0%).

Within the context of the simulation we distinguish between agents who change their affiliation status but maintain a
supernatural worldview using the following criteria: the agent must have had a supernatural worldview and their
affiliation status for 26 weeks (i.e. 26 time steps) prior to the affiliation change and must keep their new affiliation status
and a supernatural worldview for 26 weeks after the affiliation change. Data collection for the passive pro-sociality prior
to the affiliation status change reflects the average trust and tolerance score during the 26 weeks prior to the agent’s
affiliation status change.

Within the agent-based simulation the same patterns related to statistical significance observed in the WVS
longitudinal data are exhibited. There is a statistically significant difference (p <0.01) between the passive pro-sociality
rate, related to trust, observed before a change in affiliation status for agents with a supernatural worldview. Specifically,
prior to the change, agents who change their affiliation status from affiliated to unaffiliated exhibit more trust (0.51) than
agents who change their affiliation status from unaffiliated to affiliated (0.44). In contrast, there is not a statistically
significant difference in the passive pro-sociality rate, related to tolerance, observed before a change in affiliation status
for agents with a supernatural worldview (p=0.041). Supernatural agents who change their affiliation status from
affiliated to unaffiliated have an average tolerance score of 0.73 prior to their change while agents who change their
affiliation status from unaffiliated to affiliated have a tolerance score of 0.74 prior to the change.

In the simulation these patterns emerge because both groups of agents have low tolerance values (and thus high
outgroup suspicion values) prior to their change. Recall, the interactions resulting from affiliation in a supernatural
worldview club, even for those affiliated agents who eventually become unaffiliated, limit their tolerance values.
Furthermore, the majority (64%) of unaffiliated agents with a supernatural worldview who become affiliated, do so
because the agent achieves an outgroup suspicion value that is sufficiently high to qualify them for affiliation, even if the
exemplar agent acts in a manner inconsistent with a supernatural worldview. The 26 weeks of collected tolerance data for
these unaffiliated agents who become affiliated shows their tolerance value steadily decreasing as their decision to become
affiliated approaches. As a result there is not a statically significant difference in the tolerance values of unaffiliated agents
who become affiliated and the tolerance values for those affiliated agents who eventually choose to become unaffiliated.

The low tolerance (and thus high outgroup suspicion) for both groups results in smaller online and offline social
networks. However, those individuals who are affiliated prior to their change have an additional social network that the
unaffiliated agents do not have: their supernatural worldview club. This additional network results in a larger trust score
for the affiliated agents before the agents choose to become unaffiliated. Since unaffiliated agents do not have this
additional social network before they choose to become affiliated these agents initially have a a lower average trust score.

Discussion

Here we discuss construct, internal, and external validity threats and other limitations that affect our work.

Construct validity

Threats to construct validity concern the appropriateness of the measures used to represent the entities in our simulation.
Within the simulation, the representation of both the passive pro-sociality dimensions is different from the questions
asked in the WVS. Recall, the WVS asks an individual if people can generally be trusted while the simulation uses a
normalized measure of total social network size to represent trust. While the dynamics of the simulation have agents
actively remove other agents with whom they have a sufficient number of negative interactions, this is not the same as a
binary response about generally trusting others. However, representing trust in this manner allows us to grow the
patterns observed in the WVS without explicitly programming a variable to represent if an agent trusts other agents.
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Similarly, the WVS asks an individual if they would not like certain other demographic groups as neighbors while the
simulation uses a variable which measures the extent to which an agent is suspicious of members of the other group.
Recall, groups reflect a majority/minority distinction. Thus, for a majority agent, outgroup suspicion reflects the extent
to which the agent is suspicious of members of the minority group and for a minority agent outgroup suspicion reflects
the extent to which the agent is suspicious of members of the majority group. While this is different from the WVS,
representing tolerance in this manner enables us to construct rules about how individuals affiliate with supernatural
worldview clubs with respect to their tolerance and how tolerance influences trust (i.e. total social network size).

In both cases, while representing passive pro-sociality in the simulation differently from the WVS threatens construct
validity it enables us to grow an explanation as to why patterns related to worldview, affiliation, active pro-sociality and
passive pro-sociality emerge. This is one of the major contributions of our work making it an acceptable trade-off.

Internal and external validity

Internal validity threats arise when factors affect the dependent variables without the researchers’ knowledge. It is
possible that some implementation flaws could have affected our results for either the WVS data analysis or the
implementation of our simulation or ensuing data analysis. However, the algorithms we used to do our analysis and
implement our simulation passed several internal code reviews and the results reported for our simulation reflect the
mean statistics computed over 1,000 replicated runs of the simulation.

Threats to external validity occur when the results of our analysis and our simulation cannot be generalized. Although
the data analysis was performed for using multiple years of data from a very well known source and the simulation is an
established model built for the purpose of studying research questions like our own, our results cannot be generalized to:
(1) other data sets, (2) different years of the WVS or (3) different agent-based simulations.

Limitations / Re-stating the goal of the simulation

It is important to emphasize that we are not claiming that our simulation is the most accurate model of the WVS Data.
We have not evaluated our simulation against any other competing models. However, the simulation does match the
patterns of the WVS in terms of statistical significance and, furthermore, by generating those patterns in an artificial
society it provides an explanation as to why they occur, and a new platform on which to explore the relationships among
affiliation, worldview and pro-sociality.

Connecting our results to previous research

Our finding that worldview affiliation was associated with increased pro-sociality largely because of greater pro-social
opportunities is consistent with (and supportive of) other work on social networking influences within religious
groups [2, 42–44]. However, our use of agent-based modeling and simulation enabled us to explore these relationships in a
more dynamic way. For example, the results of our simulation showed that group affiliation was associated with lower
trust and the removal of outgroup agents from online and offline social networks, with the latter being due to negative
interactions within such networks. Identifying this pattern provides additional insight into the paradoxical co-occurrence
of religious affiliation with greater pro-sociality (in the form of volunteering) via enhanced group social networking, on the
one hand, and reduced trust of those with a different (majority/minority) identification, on the other [34,48–51].

Furthermore, our modeling helps to explain the homophily characteristic of supernatural worldview clubs (such as
churches). Such social networks tend to be homogeneous and have less exposure to outgroup members, which increases
the likelihood that ingroup members will interact with others who have high outgroup suspicion. This suggests that
religious affiliation may constitute a double-edged sword when it comes to pro-sociality [45,52–56].

We also found that active pro-sociality (i.e. volunteering) is enhanced among the affiliated, and that the higher levels
of pro-sociality among affiliated supernatural believers stands in contrast to unaffiliated supernatural believers. This
confirms other findings in the literature that indicate religious affiliation is more relevant than religious belief for
predicting pro-sociality [34,45,57–60]. This also has implications for the use of group designations in the literature that
combine believers and nonbelievers. Studies using designations such as unaffiliated or nones lump the least pro-social
religiously-believing individuals together with nonbelieving and secular individuals, lending the impression that believing
has prosocial advantages over nonbelieving. On the contrary, our modeling indicates that unaffiliated believers actually
have lower pro-sociality than unaffiliated nonbelievers, largely attributable to the former’s impoverished social networks.
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Our modeling has also provided insights into the causes of changes in religious belief and affiliation. Simulation
experiments showed that greater tolerance of others at an earlier point in time predicted later reductions (but not
increases) in supernatural belief. This was due to the way in which affiliated supernatural believers (unlike unaffiliated
believers) were insulated from worldview conflicts. This means that those who transition from belief to nonbelief are
typically unaffiliated individuals who also have lower outgroup suspicion and more heterogeneous networks that lead to
belief-eroding encounters. This dynamic process appears consistent with the polarization hypothesis, which claims that
pre-existing differences between believers and nonbelievers accelerate or snowball over time [61], increasing those
differences through belief-reinforcing or belief-eroding experiences (respectively).

Conclusion

While there have been numerous studies on the relationship between religion and pro-sociality, we are unaware of any
previous work connecting the worldview of individuals, their affiliation with worldview clubs, and their active and passive
pro-sociality through data analysis and agent-based simulation. The work presented in this paper fills this gap. Our work
operationalizes the following factors in both the WVS data and in an established agent based model: (1) natural and
supernatural worldviews, (2) membership in supernatural worldview clubs, (3) active pro-sociality and (4) passive
pro-sociality. We show that several statistically significant results emerge in both the data from the WVS and data
collected from the agent-based simulation.

Specifically, we found that: (1) individuals affiliated with supernatural worldview clubs are actively pro-social at a
higher rate than unaffiliated individuals, (2) individuals with a supernatural worldview are actively pro-social at a higher
rate than individuals with a naturalist worldview, (3) but when considering pro-social actions not taken on behalf of a
supernatural worldview club (i.e. tribal altruism), individuals with a naturalist worldview are actively pro-social at the
same rate as individuals with a supernatural worldview, and (4) individuals with a naturalist worldview are passively
pro-social (i.e. express tolerance and trust) at a higher rate than individuals with a supernatural worldview, especially
when compared to individuals affiliated with a supernatural worldview club.

We also found that individuals who ultimately change their worldview or affiliation status with a supernatural
worldview club exhibit distinctive passive pro-sociality profiles prior to their change. Individuals who move from a
supernatural worldview to a natural worldview exhibit tolerance of others at a higher rate prior to their worldview change
than individuals who move from a naturalist worldview to a supernatural worldview. In addition, individuals with a
supernatural worldview who move from being affiliated to being unaffiliated with a supernatural worldview club exhibit
trust of others at a higher rate than individuals with a supernatural worldview who move from being unaffiliated to being
affiliated with a supernatural worldview club.

In each of these cases the agent-based modeling provided an explanation for why these results emerge. Simulation
experiments showed that affiliation provides individuals with an additional social network that generates more pro-social
action opportunities of all types. However, this network is likely to include agents with high outgroup suspicion, and the
interactions an agent has within the network are more likely to increase the agent’s outgroup suspicion, which leads them
to trust fewer agents. Furthermore, even after an agent chooses to become unaffiliated it takes almost a year before the
agent significantly reduces its outgroup suspicion value. This helps to explain why in the WVS data analysis it is an
individual’s affiliation status, rather than worldview, that largely determines their active and passive pro-sociality profile.
This may not be the only explanation for these phenomena, but we have provided a formal and explicit description of one
set of dynamics that do reproduce the results observed in the WVS data.
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